
Telescopic Display Pole Instructions & Tips 

Pole Assembly: 

Remove the top rubber bung from your pole, 

In a large open space, flick the pole away from you as if casting a fishing rod (not too hard) 

>>>>>> 

Starting at the tip section give a little gentle pull and twist on each joint to lock the pole in 

place. Don’t pull too hard or you will have trouble disassembling the pole. 

If you choose to you can put a small wrap of black insulation tape on each joint for additional 

support (not supplied). 

Once your pole is assembled simply unscrew the base cap and place your pole over the top 

of your support stake. 



Pole Disassembly: 

Screw the base cap on to your pole. 

With the base of the pole on the ground, twist and pull down each section one at a time. 

Always start from the base and work your way towards the tip section. If you start from the 

tip section then as the pole collapses down sections can get snagged in others and damage 

your pole. 

Once your pole is fully collapsed, place your rubber bung in the top and pack away your pole 

for the next use. 

Pole Tips: 

In wind speeds in excess of 40kph/25mph it is best to take your pole down. 

When attaching the kite to the tip of your pole make sure that you give the swivel clips on the  

some lubrication to assist the swivel from drying out and breaking. 

Always use a ground stake to support your pole.

Do not tether your pole to a fence etc. By tethering to a fence etc. it causes a pressure 

point on the pole which can cause it to break. Do not mount your pole in an umbrella 
base without a support stake. The screw to hold the pole in place will damage your pole 

base. 


